Students return to primitively beating each other with sticks

TENSIONS RISE IN MILBANK 44

Friendships ruined due to argument over ownership of leftover pizza

By Mr. Grebey '12

Based upon a true story dept.

(MILKBANK 44) Though the end of the school year is in sight, arguments between the six residents of Milbank 44 have reached new levels and passive aggressiveness has given way to outright shanking.

"They keep the suite disgusting," Chris Finch '11 sniped. "Because all our shot glasses are moldied over, they've been taking shots by cupping their hands. I spent hours yesterday doing dishes after I went to get a mug for coffee and found it full of chili. From the Super Bowl. In February."

His fellow suitemates puts others at fault.

"Chris is a little bitch," Tim Broman '12 proclaimed. "Seriously, he's worse than my mom. 'Clean your room, pick up that trash, don't do coke on the common room table,' etc. etc. etc."

"It's a little sister thing," Jason Narmouth '12, who lives in the suite's double with Broman, complained, "He sexes me almost every night. It's outrageous. I was fine with it at first but now on, I feel like a refugee on the common room coach. I wrote Amnesty Internatiional 'cause I know they deal with stuff like this.

"They sent me a letter back asking me to stop wasting my time with my petty problems, but that's not the point."

"I know this isn't really a legitimate complaint," George Howell '11 said, "but one of these assholes takes the foulest smelling dumpes every day—it's like there's a decomposing animal inside him."

Shane Daniels '10 declined to answer questions, instead focusing on repeatedly opening and closing his pocket knife while muttering about "playing that Justin Bieber song until 4:00 AM every night."

"I don't like to focus on negative elements to the public, his aims appear to inlude retrieving stolen laptops, searching for Camp Po pretty easy," Campus Safety officer Lee Nelson admitted. "Not that we ever did shit with a mesh cape and rides a scooter."

Though he has not made any state-ments to the public, his aims appear to include retrieving stolen laptops, searching for Commons' missing dishes, and catching rogue streakers with his bare hands.

"This Stupor-Man guy makes working for Camp Po pretty easy," Campus Safety officer Lee Nelson admitted. "Not that we ever did shit in the first place."

In the past week or so, rumors have circulated among students suggesting that this masked vigilante is, in fact, the departing Dean Urgo.

"I mean, it really makes sense, when you think about it," philosophy major Bill Thanker '12 commented. "In the end, if these people want to do stupid, degrading things so that they can be allowed to hang out with a bunch of people who like to force freshmen to do stupid, degrading things, then they should go right ahead. We're all adults here, right?"

"F*ck Chester A. Arthur."
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Durham, North Carolina

The President of Duke's College Republicans Club was impeached after its E-Board discovered he was openly gay, thus violating Part 44, Clause F of the group's Constitution, "Any same gender boning is only acceptable if the E-Board member in question feels a deep sense of revulsion and self-loathing afterwards."

A Cornwall, Iowa

An Iowa State student disappeared for a week before his corpse was discovered in an academic building, shocking Hamilton students who finally realized what is probably causing that stench in Benedict.

The Whole Wide World

Reykjavik, Iceland

Air travel throughout Europe was shut down after the massive eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull, thus beginning the stench in Benedict.

A Shroomy Tuesday, first Tuesday of July

Remember back in grade school when they made you go through that D.A.R.E. program and they told you that all drugs were bad for you? Use this day to send a collective "fuck you" to your ol' D.A.R.E. representative for a day full of perfect highs with no downside. And they told you it was impossible.

The Ambien Long Weekend Challenge, first weekend in August

While unfortunately still not legally recognized by the United States government, the ALWC still ranks up there as one of the best ways to spend a weekend. Step one, take a dozen Ambien Friday afternoon. Step two, trip. Step three, sleep through Monday.

Words of Wisdom with Madeleine Albright

"Madeleine Albright doesn't care about your Darkside single. Stop crying, and start doing pull-ups on the pipe so you can become a real man."

The Duel Observer

New Class and Charter Day Rules

• All personal containers are banned, except for special school-supplied water bottle that will be coated with special alcohol detectors. Any student who attempts to put alcohol in them will be summarily shot. To pay for the bottles, $2,000 will be added to each student's tuition bill.

• The annual "let's hang sub-free kids from the windows of Kirkland and throw beer cans at them" ritual is now banned.

• All students are required to stop by Commons at 3pm to eat their vegetables.

• Any roughhousing will result in a time-out, the length of which will be determined based on the offender's age (one minute for every year).

• All large gatherings of students besides the Passion Pit concert are banned. Any group larger than five will be broken up by riot squads.

• Campus Safety will ask people to disperse if policies are violated or if they feel a gathering is becoming large and unsafe. As usual, however, they will be ignored.

• The picnic outside Commons where shitfaced students talk to their professors will continue on schedule.

Compiled by Student Assembly and Mr. Leubsdorf '10

UPCOMING DRUG HOLIDAYS

By Mr. Hess '13

Greater than Christmas, Hannukah and Hari Raya Puasa all put together, 4/20 is a date given to us by the gods for us to celebrate all that makes this world great. In case you misses out on this blessed event, here are few more lesser-known holidays coming up that can fill the void.

International Orange Soda Day, May 3rd

Who likes orange soda? Everyone likes orange soda! Is it true? They do, they do, they fucking do-ooh. Not technically a drug, you can mix in some cough syrup for a delicious, hallucinatory cocktail. Relive those days back in middle school when you used to try to get high off the glue bottle when the art teacher took her smoking break.

National Masturbation Day, May 7th

Holy shit! This one actually exists! Screw drugs; this can be done over dozen times a day and is virtually free. Greatest fucking day EVER!

The Heroin and Unprotected Sex Happy Hour, June 11th, 11pm to 12am

Shoot up but don't sit up. For one hour, take the time to strike down social boundaries and take off sexual barriers. It is quite possibly the greatest combination since Bert and Ernie, but minus the homoerotic tension.
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